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News/Thursday, February 3, 1994
From the editor’s desk...
C alle-in-C À ief
Well, it's that tim e again. I'll skip past the niceties o f talking about the w inter break and jum p right 
into the heart of the matter. We are witnessing the decline of the last great empire-America.
Picture this, yours truly, my first class of this sem ester which seem ed so pregnant with promise, 
and already some left-wing, bleeding heart liberal has raised my ire. M aybe a bit o f an explanation 
is in order.
It started out innocently enough. Although it was my first class in the new building, or building 
"B" as it is som etim es called, I was able to find my way around the labyrinthian (that's maze-like to 
you Ron) numerical pattern ,or lack of, which passes for room num bers while avoiding the emaciated 
faculty, staff and students who roam the famined halls of Dean Fordyce's citadel.
After sitting down at my seat, I quickly realized that a substantial part of the blackboard was 
hidden behind a ...a...an obstruction! I guess they planned to teach the finer points of X-ray vision 
in this brandy new tem ple of knowledge.
As the rest of the class m ade their way in, I could hear the frost-bitten chatter of people huddled 
together outside the windows m uttering som ething about their damn lighter not working in the 
subfreezing wind chill while shady characters opened their trenchcoats to display their -wait- 
D O N 'T T E L L  ANYO NE- cartons o f cigarettes they were selling. PSST. I ley pal! I got cigarettes. 
You lookin' to score?
Since I am a native of New ark I felt quite at home.
T he  clincher of the whole evening was when my Racial & Ethnic Relations ad'junk' professor 
Arny Korotkin decided to editorialize on how he would advise his son to head north for the border 
if the U.S. were to initiate a draft in case of a war which he described to be "like Vietnam".
I expressed my quick indignation as a patriotic American and invited"Benedict Arny" to go 
north, south, east or west if he so chose but, in any case, to get the hell out of this country he is so 
unwilling to defend.
I cannot understand how we can continue to pay traitors our hard earned tax dollars to teach our 
young how to despise this country. T here  is som ething wrong in a nation that fosters hateful 
speeches on University campuses. T here  is som ething wrong in a society that finds the most vile 
criminals innocent, protects the speech of groups like the KKK , the  nation of Islam, and the likes 
o f Rabbi Kahani and places an adulterating, draft-dodging, doesn't even inhale em bezzler in the 
W hite House.
T his is America. W e owe nothing to anyone but ourselves. M uldculturalism  is the downfall of the 
glue that holds our society together. It is what allows such blatantly anarchist, anti-American 
behavior to continue in the name of diversity and it is what we will have to overcome if we are to 
regain the ground we've lost since the hippies had their way with^ociety.
Silence is deadly. Speak up. T h e  enem y is on our shores.
George Calle 
Editor-in-Chief
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Blizzards of ’94 continue 
to wreak havoc on MSC
by Glenn Steinberg
As a result of the ice and snow around 
campus, nine car accidents and two pe­
destrian accidents were reported tocam- 
pus police.
In an effort to cause as little disrup­
tion as possible due to the amount of 
snow and ice that covered the sidewalks 
and parking lots on the week of January 
17, the administration of MSC was forced 
to make campus-wide parking alter­
ations.
Sgt. Deborah Newcombe of campus 
police said, regarding the accidents, 
“weather conditions may have had an 
impact.”
One of the accidents occurred last 
week in lot 23. A graduate student, 
Ann-Marie Capicchiani, was climbing 
up a snow bank in the parking lot when 
she slipped and broke her wrist.
Capicchiani said she reported the 
accident to campus police and she will 
probably submit her medical bill to the 
school, though she won’t take any fur­
ther legal action.
According to Newcombe, campus 
police and maintenance have done the 
best they can and, “due to the unusual 
weather conditions it’s been more diffi­
cult.”
According to Richard Lynde, Pro­
vost and Academic Affairs, the mainte­
nance crew was not able to keep up with 
the amount of snow and ice that fell.
Since maintenance was not able to 
remove all of the snow and ice from 
campus, parking conditions were very 
poorand the administration had tocome 
up with a solution.
Some parking lots on campus were 
unaccessible and a new place to park 
had to be found.
Tom Auch, Vice President of Ad­
ministration and Finance, said that the 
priority was to student and faculty park­
ing, “those who get and give instruc­
tion.”
According to Auch, MSC got permis­
sion from the Robin Hood Inn, a restau­
rant across from MSC on Valley Road, to 
park there on Monday, Jan. 24. This 
permitted 250 staff members to park 
there while shuttle buses took them 
back and forth from campus.
“We could have used 750-1000 
spaces, but 250 is better than nothing,” 
Auch said.
He also said that it was safer for the 
staff to be bussed in instead of walking 
across campus.
Meanwhile, on Friday, Jan. 21, the 
decision was made by Auch to ask all 
resident students to park over in lot 28 
nearClove Road to make space for com­
muting students.
According to him, the response from 
students was sporadic and some people 
did not listen to the request.
Lynde said they hoped to keep as 
many spots as possible open for faculty 
and commuters by moving all campus 
residents and the staff and faculty who 
weren’t involved by instructional activ­
ity off campus.
“We know a disaster was coming on 
Monday (Jan. 24) and we wanted to 
minimize the disruption,” Lynde said.
Lynde also said that he himself wit­
nessed four cars slide down the hill near 
lot 22 and hit into one another.
According to President Irvin Reid, 
he was pleased with the performance 
maintenance did.
“The staffdid an excellent job,” Reid 
said.
He was pleased that they did not run 
out of salt to put down on the ice and he 
thought it was easier for staff to park off 
sight instead of faculty and students.
VP of Siudent Development 
post dovrn to four candidat
by Glenn Steinberg
The candidates for the position of 
Vice President for Student Develop­
ment and Campus Life have been nar­
rowed down to four by the Vice Presi­
dent of Student Affairs search Com m it­
tee.
T he four candidates which are now 
in contention for the job are Dr. Samuel 
Taube, currently V.P for Student Af­
fairs at the State University of New 
York College at Farmingdale; Dr. Lee 
Wilcox, formerly V.P. forfor Student 
Affairs at Renssaliar Polytechnic Insti­
tute in Trpy, New York; Dr. Robert 
Dubnick, currently Associate Provost 
for Assessmentand Associate Proffessor 
of Education at the University of Akron, 
Ohio; and Dr. Joan Lemoine, currently 
Dean of S tudent Affairs at Western 
ConneticutState University in Danbury.
Originally, President Irvin Reid’s 
hope was that a new vice president would 
have been named and started work by 
January, 1994, according to an ad that 
ran in T he Chronicle of Higher Educa­
tion in the July 21 issue.
T he ad was drafted by the search 
committee which Reid formed last sum­
mer to find a perm enent VPSA which is 
p resen tly  filled by Dr. D om enica 
Desidcrioscioli, acting VPSA.
According to James Cotter, SGA 
president, the new title of V'ice Presi­
dent for Student Development and 
Campus Life was changed from VPSA 
because their duties and concerns have 
broadened to all of campus life, not just 
student affairs.
All candidates were scheduled to hold 
an open session with a question and 
answer period in the student dining 
room at the end of this week, but due to 
to the anticipation of a blizzard, Dubick’s 
appearance which was scheduled for 
Monday, January 31, was rescheduled 
for next Monday.
On Tuesday, February 1, Taube held 
an open session in front of several fac­
ulty members and students. He spoke 
about the future of students and how 
colleges, including MSC, are moving 
from forced technology to a hightcch/ 
high touch technology.
Taube cited that he was impressed 
with the new computerized card catalog 
in the library and thinks the campus 
should also have over-the-phone class 
registration as many colleges and uni­
versities presently have.
According to Taube, he saw the as 
that MSC was looking for a new Vice 
President for Student Development and
Campus Life in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education and in the New York l imes.
I le also said that his reason for apply­
ing is because of his love of the job.
“I greatly enjoy working with stu­
dents and helping them to fulfill their 
goals,” Taube said.
Yesterday, Wilcox visited MSC and 
presented a short speech with a ques­
tion and answer period afterwards. 
During his speech, Wilcox expressed 
the importance of his job by saying that 
most students do not leave school due 
to flunking out, but because of a lack of 
activity in campus life.
“We are here for the students and 
students need to be find satisfaction in 
Campus Life,” Wilcox said.
According to him, the people he has 
met here including students. President 
Reid and vice presidents of the college 
all expressed optimism for the future. 
He said he wants to be part of an insti­
tution on the rise and believe MSC is 
one of these institutions.
Wilcox said he heard about this job 
from the UPSA at Ramapo, Pamela 
Bischof, and she thought it would be a 
good match for him.
continued on page 7
Post Office  
doesiTt m ake  
the grades in 
1Snow and Sleet1
by Bonnie Greenspan
Some MSC students had to 
sweat out their Fall Sem ester 
grades a little bit longer than usual. 
A few others never got them  at all.
“We have been getting a large 
number of people in here,” said a 
worker in the registrar’s office, 
who asked that her name not be 
used. “Except for grades that 
were returned to us in the mail, I 
don’t know why they (students) 
never received them ,” she said.
Laura Cassidy, a sophomore 
who works in U ndergraduate 
Admissions, also said, “We had a 
lot of people calling us the day of 
registration. Everybody in the 
registrar’s office was busy and calls 
were routed to us. T here was 
nothing we could tell them .”
Trish Brasch, a junior, was on 
line at the registrar’s office on 
January 26 because she never got 
her grades.
“T hey just gave them to me,”
continued on page 6
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TO: Campus Community 
FROM: Irvin I). Reid 
DATE: February 1, 1994 
RE: University Status Visiting Team
Now that we have concluded the site visit from the 
team reviewing our case for the university designation, I 
would like to thank everyone involved from their help in 
presenting such a wonderful impression of our campus. 
The snow emergency and the opening of the new semes­
ter added to the logistical difficulties, but the team 
commented several times about the quality and dedica­
tion of everyone they met. In a few weeks we expect to 
receive a copy of the team's written report for the Chan­
cellor of Higher Education, but in the meantime I think 
we can take great pride in out efforts.
Bitsmess &  Computer 
Science Graduates
W here You Go 
Has A Lot To Do With 
W here You Start!
UJB Financial Corporation has 
a lot to offer today’s graduate, 
starting with exciting entry- 
level career opportunities. As a 
top ranked, notably progres­
sive financial institution, we 
also offer a 
dynamic pace 
and solid 
potential for 
upward 
mobility.
If you’re 
graduating 
with a
Business degree and at least 12 
Accounting Credits, or a 
Computer Science degree, 
you’ll find the solution to your 
expectations in our Auditing 
Division.
You’ll work In a congenial 
group comprised of o ther 
recent graduates and will be
exposed to virtually every area 
of the company. You’ll receive 
excellent on-the-job training, 
while enjoying a competitive 
starting salary, outstanding 
benefits, continuous learning 
opportunities, 
and educational 
reimbursement.
There are a 
lot of reasons to 
begin your career 
with our $13 bil­
lion organization, 
headquartered in 
Princeton. Find out all about 
them, when you join us on 
Friday, February 18. 
Opportunities are available 
throughout New Jersey and 
Eastern Pennsylvania.
For additional informa­
tion, please contact your 
Career Center.
On Cam pus [ 
R ecruiting 
■  Friday, H  
F eb ruary  18
UJB
FINANCIAL
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•••and the choices a re ...
Here are some o f the highlights o f the Vice-Presidential Candidates' resumes fo r  you r review:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  News/Thursday, February 4, 1994 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
R o b e r t  A .  D u b i c k ,  P h . D . J o a n  A p p l e  L e m o i n e ,  E d . D .
ACCOM PLISHM ENTS ACCO M PLISHM EN TS
•University of Akron, Akron Ohio •Western Connecticut State University
-Associate Provost for Assment -Dean of Student Affairs
-Associate Professor of Education
-Served as spokesperson for student needs and was responsible for
Placed, designed, and implemented an Assement Model for the Univer- the development, supervision, coordination and evaluation of Ori
sity of Akron that meets requirements of the North Central Association entation, Slubs and Orginizations, Greek Life, Cam pus Ministry,
of Colleges and Schools. Student Support Services, and Faculty Programs.
-Assisted in the developm ent and coordination of residential and
-Associate Provost and Dean of Student Services commuter life programs.
-Adjunct Associate Professor of Education
-Planned and implemented the Telephone Registration System for •Indiana University East
the University of Akron
-Initiated student volunteer effort "Brush Up On Akron". Over 300
-Director of Student Services
students each year volunteered to paint homes of elderly and low -Represented the University to the community through civic ac
income citizens in the community surrounding the University campus. tivities.
-Worked with Indiana Vocational and Technical College to design
•Indiana University at Southbend cooperative student supprt services, recruiting programs, and com
-Director of Student Activities munity recreational facilities.
-Assitant Professor of Education -Chaired the Student Life Committee and Commencement Com
-Coordinated intramural athletics
-Received and processed student requests for University facilities 
-Established a child care center on campus
mittee
S a m u e l  R .  T a u b e ,  P h . D . ,  A . C . S . W . L e e  W i l c o x  P h . D .
ACCOM PLISHM ENTS ACCOM PLISHM ENTS
• State University of New York (SUNY) at Farmingdale
-Developed new forums for communication with students and their 
elected leaders
•Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
-Vice President of Student Affairs; 1982-1993 
-Vice Provost for Student Affairs; 1979-1982
•S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook
-Chaired and co-authored Student Affairs Self-Study for Middle 
States Accreditation Review.
-Researched and developed comprehensive alcohol policy and ere 
ated award-winning alcohol programs.
-Developed new approaches for campus judiciary, resulting in sharp 
reduction in residence hall vandalism.
•University of Wisconsin-Madison
-Associate Director of Academic Services; 1977-1979 
-Associate Director of Academic Services (half tim e) Assistant to the 
Vice Chancellor, Personnel and Analysis (half-time); 1976-1977 
-Associate Director of Academic Services (half tim e) Director of 
Admissions (half time); 1975-1976 
-Director of Admission; 1968-1975
AWARDS PUBLICATIONS
Outstanding Service Award, Long Island Council of Student Personnel 
Administrators, June, 1985
Award of Merit for Outstanding Programming, National Association of 
Student Personnel Administrators, awarded to S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook for 
Alcohol Awareness Week, April, 1985
Certificate of Appreciation for Outstanding Service, S.U.N.Y. at Stony 
Brook, Student Affairs EEO Committee, April, 1983
Author, “Evaluating the Impact of Financial Aid on Student Recruitment 
and Retention” , in Evaluating Student Recruitment & Retention Proerams. 
New Directions for Institutional Research, Jossey-Bass, 1991.
Author, Arab Republic of Egypt - A Study of the Educaitonal System of 
the Arab Republic of Eevpt and a Guide to the Academic Placement of
Students in Eduactional Institutions of the United States. AACRAO. 1988.
Author. “Financial Aid and Admissions Ouotas”. College Board Review. 
Winter 1973-74.
Author, “A Plan for Insitutional/National Foreign Student Admission
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she said. “T hey  didn’t give me any 
reason.”
According to Emily Mudryk, “per­
haps the person at the counter hap­
pened to have experienced a few more 
people than usual."
“I checked out returned grade re­
ports," continued Mudryk, “and there 
were only about 25 that were returned 
to us. T h a t’s about the same number as 
usual.”
Mudryk noted that the grades were 
sent to the post office on January 11, a 
day earlier than scheduled. T he main 
branch of the Montclair post office con­
firmed receiving the grades— all 12,379 
of them—on that date.
“People should have received (their 
grades) anywhere in the country three- 
to-four days after that,” said John Lamb 
of the U.S. Postal Service.
A recent informal survey in the Stu­
dent Center revealed that 27 out of 50 
students polled received their grades 
late, at least a week after that date. Of 
those 27 students, 21 of them didn’t 
receive them until at least January 20, 
nine days after they were posted. Only 
2 of those never received their grades at 
all.
Mudryk pointed out that the grade 
mailingprocess is more complicated than 
the students may realize.
“Grades are due in to the department 
secretary three working days after the 
grades close,” she said. T hen  they’re 
sent to the registrar’s office, where 
they’re put through several processes, 
including checking to see that the GPA’s 
are accurate.
They’re then sent to the computer 
room for printing and finally to the mail 
room, where they’re trucked to the post 
office.
“I hate to blame the mail,” said 
Mudryk, “but despite their slogan, I’m 
sure there are days when the postmen 
weren’t able to deliver because of this 
terrible weather.”
“If people d idn’t shovel their walks,” 
Lamb noted, “the mail might not have 
gotten through.”
Mudryk noted that if students have 
not yet received their grades, they should 
first check with the Business Office to 
see if they have any financial obliga­
tions, and then go to the Registrar. It 
the student has cleared up his or her 
obligations, they can then obtain a copy
6 M O N TC IA R IO N
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G reek  Council, SGA to 
decide on three cases 
against fratern ities
Damage caused by broken pipe in Ulan ton Hall room 2 d  9
Pow er brown-outs cause  
pipes to burst in Blanton
by dreg Mac Stcreney
Judicial boards were appointed by 
the Circck Council and the S.CJ.A. for 
three hearings that will take place next 
week involving Creek organizations.
T h e  th re e  26 -m cm bcr boards, 
consisting of 16 m em bers from the 
Creek Council and 10 members from 
the S.C.A., will rule on separate charges 
brought against three fraternities. Phi 
Alpha Psi (Senate), Delta Chi and Tau 
Phi Beta. T he judicial boards will rule 
on the charges next week.
Senate and Delta Chi have been 
charged with failing to submit the re­
quired “pledge bill of rights” agree­
ment to the Greek Council while Tau 
Phi Beta has been charged with “actions 
unbecoming a Creek organization.”
Tau Phi Beta's troubles continued 
last semester when members of that 
fra tern ity  w ere once again facing 
criminal charges after an altercation at 
the Delta Chi house in Little Falls.
The other two cases, while not as 
serious, involve Delta Chi and Senate's 
failure to follow pledging procedures 
set forth by the Greek Council.
Senate’s hearing will be held on
Monday Feb. 7 at 8 p.m., Delta Chi’s 
hearing will be held on Tuesday Feb. 8 
at 7 p.m. and the Tau Phi Beta hearing 
will be held on Thursday Feb. 10 at 5 
p.m. In accordance with the S.G.A. 
constitution these meetings are closed 
to the public.
S.G.A. President James “Appetite” 
Cottersaid that the judicial review board 
is set up so the students can police 
themselves.
“The outcome of these hearings is 
for the better of the students. The 
outcome is definitely not just to please 
the administration,” said Cotter.
The President of Greek Council, 
Rich Adams, said, “I urge all represen­
tatives toen terthe hcaringwith anopen 
mind and do away with preconceived 
notions.”
“Please stop the rumors. It is in good 
taste and it is for the best of all 
organizations,” said Theta Zi represen­
tative Mike Costa.
Tau kappa Epsilon Representative 
Rob Gerez said, “I urge all organiza­
tions luck and hope that nothing else 
bad comes of these situations.”
by Greg Mac Sweeney
T he cold weather has definitely af­
fected MSC but Blanton Hall may be 
the hardest hit.
Numerous frozen and “busted” pipes 
have left residents with flooded lob­
bies, rooms and sometimes no heat or 
hot water.
On Monday, Jan. 24, Blanton Kail 
residents awoke to find no hot water 
and a flooded lobby due to a broken 
pipe in the ‘C ’ wing.
Ken Kelly,aresidentofBlanton I lull, 
had a leaky shower that leaked into his 
room. Accordingto Kelly, Maintenance 
was called and a plum ber was sent to the 
room. The plumber was told that the 
water had been turned off but when the 
pipe was opened a “gusher” of water 
shot out of the wall and into the neigh­
bors' room because "the water had not in 
fact been shut off," said Kelly.
“This has been happening since we 
moved in,” Kelly said. “We have no 
carpet anymore, a hole in the wall and 
we had to clean up the mess that the 
plumber made. It’s ridiculous.”
“These buildings are not meant to 
stand up to -23 degree tem peratures,” 
said Asst. Dir. of Faculty Doug Cooper.
“We’ve installed extra heaters next 
to the pipes to help prevent this from 
happening again,” Cooper said.
“The major break in Blanton Hall 
happened when PSE&G turned off 
power to help save electricity and with­
out the heaters the pipes froze,” Cooper 
said.
Two new heaters were installed and 
were hooked up to the emergency power 
system in case of a power failure, said 
Cooper.
M aintenance plans to install “heat 
trooing” on some pipes in Blanton to 
prevent freezing, said Cooper.
“We can’t install the “heat trooing” 
until spring because any direct expo­
sure to the cold will most probably cause 
freezing,” said Cooper.
VP from page 3
Appetite sets up on-campus 
'Steering' a d  hoc to rate SGA
by Greg MacSweeney
At the January 26 S.G.A. meeting 
two new bills were passed forming 
comm ittees to research and draft a 
constitutional amendm ent that would 
form a Judicial branch for the S.G.A. 
They also formed a committee to ana­
lyze the effectiveness of the S.G.A.
In the Fall 1993 special referendum 
election, students favored the forma­
tion of a judicial branch of the S.G.A.
The S.G.A. took the first step to­
wards the creation of the new branch by 
forming a committee that will research 
and set the parameters for the new 
committee.
Another committee will be formed 
to “analyze all aspects of the S.G.A.”
“The S.G.A. is an extremely diverse 
body,” said S.G.A. President James 
‘Appetite’ Cotter, “We serve as the 
po litica l, social, d ip lo m atic  and 
program m ing organization for the 
campus. We haven’t analyzed our 
structure in over a decade. It seems
apparent to me that an organization as 
diverse as ours needs to take a long hard 
look at itself and see where we can 
improve.
“I structured  the com m ittee to 
encom pass as many d iffe re n t 
constituencies as possible, inclusive of 
Class I-IV organizations as well as the 
Legislative and Executive branches of 
the S.G.A.
“All organizations will have a say. 
Greeks will, smaller organizations will 
have a say, etc.”
T he committee, from now on called 
the “Steering Committee” will consist 
of three S.G.A. Legislators, two Class 
O ne rep re sen ta tiv es , two G reek  
Representatives, the Directorofinternal 
affairs or his designee, the Director of 
Programming or his designee and one 
Executive Board member.
TheSteeringCom m ittee shall report 
its findings to the S.G.A. President in 
writing no later than May 1, 1994.
“I hope they produce some insightful 
recommendations that will not only 
emphasize our strengths but point out 
ways to improve our shortcomings,” said 
Cotter.
T he judicial branch formation com­
mittee will consist of three S.G.A. Leg­
islators, two Greek Council Represen­
tatives and two class two organization 
representatives. T he Attorney General 
will chair the committee without a vote 
except in the case of a tie.
“T he student body gave me an 80% 
mandate in our special referendum 
election in the fall to draft a judicial 
branch of S.G.A. which will be ratified 
in Fall 1994,” said Cotter.
T he  committee will submit a draft of 
the new amendment no later than May 
1, 1994 to the entire student body for 
ratification in the Fall 1994.
He also said the job was appealing to 
him because of M SC’s initiative such as 
global education and the focus on new 
student experience.
“I also think university students will 
be a big plus and I w ould like to be a part 
of realizing the benefits,” Wicox said.
Today, Lem oine is scheduled to ap­
pear but she was unavailable for com­
ment.
Monday, Dubick is scheduled to 
appear in fromt of several students and 
faculty members for an open forum.
Dubick said he too heard about the 
job from the Chronicle of Higher Edu­
cation. I Ic said he understands academic 
affairs should be working together with 
student affairs. He believes changes 
will come about to make school were 
learner-oriented.
He also said that he has a lot of 
experience of an urban campus and that 
it is a terrible opportunity to develop 
MSC into a learning-oriented school.
(see page 5 fo r the candidates resumes)
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REVIEW: Philadelphia, 
Tom Hanks shines
try Christina T'tschio
In Jonathan Demme's new movie 
Philadelphia, the audience is introduced 
to the society of homosexuality as well as 
Aids, though the two are not synonymous. 
T he patient, played by Tom Hanks, is 
named Alex, who is suing his former em­
ployer for unfairabandonment when they 
learn of his illness. Ilis unsympathetic 
lawyer, played by Denzel Washington, is 
disgusted by homosexuality and nauscat- 
ingly avoids contact with Hanks through­
out the movie. ’ I ’hisdenial begins to loosen 
as the film progresses and by the time 
I lanks dies, Washington’s character ex­
presses a certain appreciation as well as 
empathy for Alex’s predicament.
The movie tries to attach itself to open 
heart strings, but for most of the audience, 
unfortunately the homosexual overtones 
get in the way of identifying with the 
horror ofthisdisease. Many times through­
out the m ovie opinions of 
uncomfortableness resounded through 
the theatre. One word phrases like, “fag­
gots”, and “ gross” , became common but 
more fruitful wordings came loose like, 
“Ah, disgusting, man. Please..”, “Oct me 
out of here”, and “What the hell is this?” 
A cornucopia of bigots built most of the 
male dominated audience. But amidst 
these rednecks, safely snuggled, were 
correct emotional gauges. T he woman 
directly behind me began sobbing from 
the poetic opera scene until the end of the 
movie, bragging to an extent how aware 
she was of the humiliation Tom  Hanks
was successfully portraying.
Denzel Washington’s stellar perfor­
mance convinced the audience of his big­
otry’, and of how slow tolerance can be 
grown when compassion is allowed.
Jonathan Demme directed the movie 
and when I first sat dow n I thought I was 
in the Silence ofthe l  /¡mbs again. The same 
music displayed in Silence was remixed 
and panned slower in this one, keeping 
though the ominous tones included in the 
strain. He used the same font to distin­
guish time, close ups on doors opening, on 
hands grasping, and full frontal conversa­
tions with the camera as in Silence. The 
climax of Demme’s usage of Silence was 
the arrival of four actors in a row from that 
previous movie. The judge, Denzel’s sec­
retary, a juror, and one lawyer all revisited 
Demme on the Philadelphia screen.
My interpretation of why Demme 
would choose this would be the correla­
tion of violence found in both Silence o f the 
lam bs and in Philadelphia.. The brutality 
seen in a murderer such as Buffalo Bill or 
Hannibal Lector could be found in Phila­
delphia w i t h in t h c soc i a 1 b r u t a I i t y acce p t c d 
for Aids sufferers, healthy homosexuals 
and their life-styles.
I )emme did a great job once again with 
new angles, (courtroom scene, sliding di­
agonal pan) as well as pushing the enve­
lope with taboo social topics as Aids and 
homosexuality. For both points he de­
serves credit and gathers up a pretty well 
rounded and cohesive flick.
Coming up...
The M o.\ta.\m o.\ will provide free listings o f your A&E events i f  you drop a note off 
to Kelly Schc/b, the A&E editor, by Friday at noon.
Thursday, Feb. 3
ART- Montclair State Art Gallery: “Dealings with the ‘X’ Factor.” Artists: 
Anthony Crisafulli and William Gorcica ; curated by Lorenzo Pace. Runs until 
March 5.
Sunday, Feb. 6
II1FATER- American Family Theatre's presentation of “Pinocchio.” Showtime 
is 3 p.m. and all tickets are $10.
Tuesday, Feb. 8
THE AT FIR- Studio Theater Series presents “The Effect of Gamma Rays on 
Man-in-the-.Vloon Marigolds” by Paul Zindel will run from F eb. 8 until Feb. 13 at 
8 p.m. 'Picket prices are: general admission, seniors, MSC faculty/staff/alumni $4; 
students $2. Gall the box office at (201) 655-5112 for more information.
Saturday, Feb. 12
MAGIC- “Magic With a Soulful Touch.” African-American illusionist Phillip 
Jennings w ill perform in Memorial Auditorium. Show times are 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
and ticket prices are: $15general admission; $10 with student ID. ('all the box office 
at (201) 655-5112. F or more information call (201) 485-6210.
REVIEW. Cabin Boy;
veddy, veddy strange
by Kelly Schab
If flying cupcakes, man-sharks, giant salesmen and Chris Elliot sound like 
more fun than a barrel of monkeys hawked by Dave I .etterman, then Cabin Roy 
could be the perfect movie for you.
All of the aforementioned and more arc in Elliot’s big screen debut, one of the 
weirdest movies to be released this year, if not in all time.
Elliot plays a graduated “fancy lad” who, through a series of misfortunes, sets 
off to the real world.
There is a supporting cast of scurvy crewmen and odd, fanciful characters 
seemingly borrowed from the frames of The Seven Voyages ofSinbad. I hey arc also 
brought to life using stop-motion photography.
How else could Elliot try to converse with a glacier?
The sets look so fake and cheesy that one wonders if the movie was filmed on 
the set of the TV show l.ove Boat.
This chccsiness gives Cabin Roy a "B"-movic look reminiscent of Jason and the 
Argonauts etc., etc.
Elliot tries his hardest to get the laughs rolling but even his strange sense of 
humor can’t lift this “unique” film to the heights it could reach.
Look for Lctterman’s cameo in perhaps the funniest scene in the film.
Cabin Boy s attempt at side-splitting humor is like a safe defensive strategy, as 
many are fired as possible in as many locations as possible and the players just 
hope that as many hit their targets as possible.
P h iu ip  Jennings
SAT. FEBMIAIIV11.1994
m o  SHOWS • 3PM »  8PM ’ DON’T  MISS IT!
H O N K U I D  H A T E  C O L L E G E
VAllEY ROAD, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ
Tickets; 115.00 / $10.00 With Student ID 
Available At THE COLLEGE BOX OFFICE: « 0 1 6 5 5  5118
FOB FURTHER INFORMATION 901 485 6110
This Program I» not affiliated with Montclair Sute College
The Hlppest, 
Musical Magic
Funniest, 
Show Ever!
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T he Fashion 
Boutique
by Dearma M azza
Spring '94 is all about colors. Many are commonplace, while others lend a sparkle 
to your wardrobe.
Navy, beige, red, and white are the favored colors this season. Each color produces 
a crisp, new and sometimes bold quality to the outfits. Navy was cited in Donna 
Karan’s New York show, displayed in blazers and mini suits. Also, the Gap has a large 
selection of articles fashioned in solid navy in addition to striped navy.
Beige has surfaced in full length duster jackets as well as soft flowing linen pant 
suits.
One wonderful detail about the suits is the given mobility achieved through 
capitalizing on the wide-legged look.
Red, an always appealing color, was viewed in Belgian designer Dries Van Noten’s 
collection. Red chiffon slip dresses made a real splash at his Parisshow, Katherine Betts 
of Vogue reported.
White, a recurrent favorite, was found in short tennis-like mini’s, chiffon dresses, 
pant suits and is the favored “shade” for evening wear.
To depart form the norm, silver is making a noise on the runways. Jill Sander made 
use of this color in her show as well as other noteworthy designers. Some are weaving 
silver through the materials they are incorporating in their Spring collections, thus 
yielding a fresh look. Unlike gold, silver exudes a youth-like quality designers strive 
to capture.
The consensus seems to be that designers are trying to emphasize the lines of the 
body this season. In Vogue (January 1994 edition), Karl Lagerfeld is quoted as saying, 
“...there’s been enough of ignoring the body under heavy clothes.” So, expect to see 
soft, fluid, stretch clothes in stores this spring.
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the only director on the film. I Ic was the 
last. So, there are some scenes that you 
will sec that have a different feel than the 
Cosmatos scenes. Is it that big of a deal? 
No. T he film is still consisc, historic and 
both well-written and well-acted.
In fact, there are some “best of career” 
performances in this film, in my opinion. 
Kurt Russell was powerful as Wyatt Karp, 
a trait that he has not shown in many roles, 
exceptions being Rackdraft and maybe 
Silkwood. I'he most notable of these 
excellent performances was Val Kilmer’s 
portrayal of the ailing and unpredictable 
“Doc” Holiday. I thought I’d seen 
Kilmer’s performance top with The Doors. 
Not so. This is far and away the best 
acting the man has done on film.
Historically, the film is almost dead 
on with exceptions made for dramatic 
purposes.
Now, I’ve given all the information 
you really need to sec this film. I have 
also given you some personal views of 
some of the performances and “criti­
cisms” already levied against this film, 
with the addition that this a good film 
over all, a great film for its genre, and 
should not be missed. Period. Now, if 
you feel like it, go see it and form your 
own opinions.
And finally, some PR O PH E T  notes. 
To Squid and S.O.P., thanks for your 
support in this difficult time. To Plain 
Jane and Sarrah (no metaphor) thankyou 
for the finest Christmas present I re­
ceived. (a CD of Carminei Rurana di­
rected by Andre Previn and performed 
by the London Symphony Orchestra). 
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. I 
love you both. And to all the rest of you, 
happy trails!
Welcome, loyal readers, to another 
stunningepisodic adventure that I like to 
call PROPH ET BIGG! I hope everyone 
had a break, but you’re back so deal with 
it.
I’m breaking away from my normal 
format to talk about a recent film which 
you may or may not have seen. You’ll 
notice that I use the term “talk about” 
rather than review. I do this because I 
feel that you readers have enough of 
other people's opinions thrusted at you 
by the likes of Siskcl and Ebert and our 
very own vaunted Mark McLaugh-in.
I hc PRO PH ET always states that al­
though I may offer you myow nopinions,
I insist that you see things for yourself so 
that you may form your own opinions. 
Stop letting these half-wits tell you what's 
good and what isn’t.
Anyway, I’d like to talk to you about 
the film Tombstone from Hollywood Pic­
tures. The film has been out for a while, 
but you may still be able to catch it. The 
film stars Kurt Russell (Captain Ron, Un­
lawful Entry) as the legendary Wyatt Earp 
and a host of other actors most notably
Michael Biehn (Aliens, The Terminator) as 
Johnny Ringo, Powers Booth (ReelDawn,
Rapid Eire) as “Curly Bill,” Dana Delany 
(China Reach) as Josephine, Sam Elliot 
(Maskfiettysburg) asVirgil Earp, Bill Paxton 
(Aliens. Tnrspeiss) *s Morgan Earp and many 
other recognizable faces including the 
legendary Charlton Heston in a cameo 
roll. The screenplay was written by Kevin 
Jarre who wrote the incredible dory  
screenplay. George P. Cosmatos was the 
credited director whose work includes 
Rambo: First Rlood Part II and / ¿viathan.
Now, I understand that the film has 
had mixed reviews. But here are some 
facts that those “critics" don’t tell you 
when they accuse a film of being inconsis­
tent and poorly edited. Cosmatos was not
Val Kilmer (left) stars as Doc Holiday; and Kurt Russell is U.S. Marshall 
Wyatt Earp in "Tombstone".
—W IN N E R —
GOLDEN GLOBE AMRDS- Best Picture
Best Director 
STEVEN SPIEEBERG
Best Screenplay 
STEVEN Z A II1 IA N
“T he B est P icture  O f T he Y ear!’
-  NEW YORK FILM CRITICS CIRCLE -  NATIONAL BOARO OF REVIEW -  LOS ANGELES FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION 
-NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS -  BOSTON SOCIETY OF FILM CRITICS 
S iS A EU  EBERT -  Gaul A w n  K V S t t H  « A Ü A M  - J w i S t t f d  G000 N O M N C  AMERICA -  Peter R u n « ' LOS ANCLES TMKS - C m  S i w i  CHICAGO T M M E  •  O n *  Sncetian 
MBC-TV - S t *  Rubm. KTlA-TV - P jm  Thomson A IK -TV -  John C orcounK C A i TV • G if ,  fr jn k im  « O P -T ï  - M ic R iti Medved IN K  ’ OAK POST SNEAK P R EVIN S - J tH t t ,  Lyons 
SHEA« W i m i i S  C M C  ■ » ,  C m  I 0 $ T ( *  G l M t  - Peter s ta c * SAM (RAflC'SCO CMAOMtOE - N u tm  S r i «  C M  -  tm n  HSTOft nB U lO - G i w  G I M T  M S  
SCWlCt - wtois m w  C N G A ft S tA  -  * » * •  W * f  M U M O *  M O M * ;  StA -  f t e t *  l i e  > o <  *  M A T *  M K I ' C U  ST A T fS lM  • •O B -T y  H o p f e n
O t t t t W M B  - * i m o r « û u S T & P Q S T - « • « M o . s n c . 'U  O t t W W  - * * » < * i r t u r  P  l A W N U K l S  Su tS iftT « f>  *C m C M |  .AS * G t f  R M M .O U R M k  - P N * « * *dalas iowin; news - c«*«*utwi *r .auoeroale urns sun swmi - 3wa em sa» diego uaoa-tribm • M«ium jmumm womowci journal - jom Him Seattle
TIMCS -  T o *  ( to f f t  SEATTLE NEEAL* - Pm i  C M m fttft TEIAS STATE » A M  K T M M  • Dm Om c o U  Ai BA»* SUWAT GAZETTE - Jot Bj Hj m  SACRAMENTO BEE •  Ttfty L it to n  OATTON 
M M  NE«S • I M  ‘ m i t '  ARIZONA K M U C  • » « 1  t a w * «  ROC** M W A H  NE«S ■ C u m  i f *  hO L U K O O  W M »  G if ,  * A A  T» N U f t f l  * 0 « T *
“One Of The Greal Moviegoing Experiences Of A Lifetime, P  '
\n a»ivmu fxpmrmr l mi ihtrr tpellboemL Steven SpielhefR'v ureal anJ diring
rpk U lompteleh absorbinu at e»er> vin|>le mumcm." R„<t, u*„ msm i ¡, i hi Ri J jB p
“ ‘Schindler’s List'Is “An Incredible Film." ¿jËnF '
Destined To Have A -h ^  whhimoiimmi w«xa
Permanent Place “The Performances Æ Etf& F ,4
In Memory Bv Liam Neeson, iM fr,,,
Ralph Fiennes
"An Extraordinary And Ben Kingsley
Film. Absolutely Are Giant.
Absorbing" \  Masterpiece." S R s
“
bsorbing.
-UntWrl.NhUUtMW
“An Incredible Film."
-^ Si^ t.OUIUMOItMM. WIIHM
“The erfor ances 
y Lia  eeson, 
 A
( * r « r  S h j l t t  I H !  U H M !  M H I t t
m m . W f :  » D  W t
uüüc R   ? "Hi i"' ;■ , v  i'y;:;;!'
REVIEW:
Rush
Limbaugh
and his ego
by Frank Flmchman III
I have seen a lot of books and 
novels that were bad. I lowevcr, the 
authors of these books, in their in­
definite wisdom, decide to write a 
sequel, which is worse than the last 
one. AftcrreadingRushl .imbaugh's 
latest book, “See, I Told You So”, I 
see that nonfiction is not immune 
from the same problem.
I will give Mr. Limbaugh one 
good point: he w rites well. I le w rites 
in a style that is very readable, which 
is a relief to many light readers.
That one point, however, is the 
only one that I will give him. “See, 
I Told You So” is Limbaugh’s most 
recent book. His first book, “The 
Way Things Ought to Be”, gave 
curious readers a generous view into 
the mind of Limbaugh (what a 
treat!).
F or people who are curious about 
Rush Limbaugh and his popularity, 
I w ill try to give my explanation for 
it. There is nothingoriginal or inno­
vative in Limbaugh’s opinions or 
thought. Limbaugh takes the old 
conservative saws, e.g. homeless by 
choice, Ronald Reagan as patron 
saint, traditional family values, but 
he has brushed the dust off of them, 
and put them into a display case 
with rose-colored glass.
Limbaugh’s book is chock-full of 
attacks on “liberals,” “feminazis,” 
“idealists” and “leftists.” I Ic is al­
m ost like a post-m odern  Joe 
McCarthy, looking for liberals and 
radicals under every bed and bush 
the way that McCarthy looked for 
Communists.
Limbaugh’s contradictions sur­
pass his ego. In one chapter, he 
states that U.S. involvement in 
Bosnia-Herzegovenia would result 
in a “Vietnam-like quagmire.” 
While indirectly admittingthat Viet­
nam was a quagmire, he attacks the 
participants of the anti-Vietnam War 
movement who eventually helped 
to put a stop to the war.
I will close with two final thoughts. 
In short, Limbaugh writes his books 
the way he conducts his radio and 
television programs: with large doses 
of egoism and conservative half- 
truths. Finally, if you read this re­
view because you were considering 
buying the book, let me leave you 
with this thought: the country is still 
on the mend from a recession, try 
saving your money instead of w ast­
ing it on Limbaugh.
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REVIEW:
F rank Sinatra & Co.
Duets
fry Kelly Schab
“Old Blue Eyes” may be one 
ofthc greatest crooners ofall time, 
but that time has seemed to pass.
Duets, the latest release from 
Frank Sinatra, has some outstand­
ing moments, none of them how­
ever, produced by the star singer.
Aretha Franklin outshines 
Sinatra on “What Now My Love” 
as does Barbra Streisand who 
shares “I’ve Got a Crush on You.”
Tony Bennet, currently enjoy­
ing his new label as an alternative 
artist, steals the show on his duet
w ith Sinatra on “New York, New 
York."
Sinatra's voice isn’t as strong 
and smooth as it once was and he 
should have quit when he was 
ahead years ago.
Phil I lartman, of Saturday Night 
Live fame, could have sang more 
passionately on this album than 
the original which is unfortunate 
for those who are big Sinatra fans.
However, if Bennet, Streisand, 
Anita Baker, Gloria Estefan, Julio 
Eglasias, Liza Minclli and Bono 
suffice, then Z)«<r.risjust the ticket.
ups WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
“ WHERE CAN YOU GET 
GREAT PAY AND TUITION 
REIMBURSEMENT?”
“Working part-time at UPS! Their tuition 
reimbursement plan pays most of my tuition
every semester. And, as if that weren’t enough, I 
can borrow up to $25,000 per year for college.
“Did I mention my salary? How’s almost 
$10,000 a year for working about 4 hours a day, 
5 days a week! Most of the jobs are in 
Operations. But there are students working in 
Accounting, Industrial Engineering, Information 
Services and Customer Service, too.
“You need money for school? UPS has got it. 
You need money for you? Ditto. There isn’t 
another company anywhere that pays more now 
or invests more in your future. But that’s how 
UPS does things.”
Interviews will be conducted on Wednesdays, 
February 9 & 23, from 11am-3pm at the 
Student Center. Contact your Career Placement 
Office for our on-campus interview schedule, or 
visit one of the locations listed below.
UPS-PARSIPPANY
799 Jefferson Fload
Parsippany, NJ
(201)428-2200
MT. OLIVE
303 Waterloo Valley Fload
Budd Lake, NJ
UPS-SECAUCUS
493 County Avenue
Secaucus, NJ
(201) 902-0605
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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J I M  C A R R E Y
He’s the best there is!
(Actually, he's the only one there is.)
ivj
m
JAMES 6 . ROBINSON presents a MORGAN CREEK production ACE VENTURA PEI DETECTIVE 
JIM CARREY SEAN YOUNG COURTENEY COX TONE LOC DAN MARINO musk By IRA NEWBORN
Coproducer BOB ISRAEL fun editor DON ZIMMERMAN, a c e. director Of photography JULIO MACAT 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER WILLIAM ELLIOTT EXECUTIVE PRODUCER GARY BARBER STORY By JACK BERNSTEIN 
Screenplay bt JACK BERNSTEIN ano TOM SHADYAC i  JIM CARREY 
■ '  produced by James  G. Robinson  directed by tom  shadyac ^
------------- -----cn— ~
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t t t R N U t  K U O -
A M C i  i i t i t j .  j h l O A M  M ia  « ( M S  *  ' " * »  » a a s m a  i n t m t a j n m i t m  » m M N i(51 » ■ « « « *  » m
C O M I N G  F E B R U A R Y  4
f j r n r m
O V t D S F A S  E ^ lJ R I  N U G H i O D S
INVlTAfTION
It is w ith  great p le a su re  th a t w e in vite  
y o u  to a m o st u n iq u e
A u s t r i a n  M u s i c a l  E x p e r i e n c e
T h u r s d a y ,  F e b r u a r y  1 0 t h ,  1 9 9 4  
at: 8 : 0 0  p .m .
at: T h e  C e n t r a l  P r e s b y t e r i a n  C h u r c h  
4 6  P ark  S t r e e t ,  M o n t c l a i r
$ 1 0 .0 0  p e r  p e r s o n  / $ 5 .0 0  f o r  s t u d e n ts
DIE KNO ED EL  
V e r k o c h te  T iro le r
fight young musicians from Tirol, Austria, present their debut-Album, *Verkochte Tiroier*. In 
English, 'the dumplings* arc indeed a delicacy. Indigenous is th« style of their music, sad they enrich 
the traditional sound material with the harmonies and composition technic of the contemporary 
classical music Crititjues have described the music o f “Die Knoedels* as "country walties that sound 
of Stravinsky and Tschatkovsw They have an enthusiastic following all over western, eastern and 
central Europe and Russia.
We are pleased to introduce to you: Margareth Koell. harp, Alexander ivdanng. double-bass, dulcimer, 
ocanita, Cathi Agllhut, violin, Julia fiegl, violin, wooden laughter. Michael Qetti, guitar, viola, Andreas 
Lackner. horn, trumpet, dulcimer, double-bass, guitar, Walter Seebacher. clarinet, dulcimer, ocarina. 
Christoph liter?., bassoon, tom poser.
All p r o c e e d s  from  t h is  C oncert  w il l  g o  to  the  
OVERSEAS NEIGHBORS STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP FUND
R e s e r v a t i o n  F o r m :  S e n d  t o :  O v e r s e a s  N e i g h b o r s ,  
5 R u s s e l l  T e r r a c e ,  M o n t c l a i r ,  NJ 0 7 0 4 2  
N a m e  & A d d r e s s :
T e l:___________________________________
E n c l o s e d  i s  m y  c h e c k  i n  t h e  a m o u n t  o f  $ _____________
f o r _____ t i c k e t ( s ) .
I a m  u n a b l e  t o  j o i n  y o u ,  p l e a s e  f i n d  e n c l o s e d  d o n a ­
t i o n  o f  $ ___________
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CAFE FOUR WALLS
TUESDAY FEB. 8
ÉKu ÍÍÉÍÉ
7:30 p.m . - J j l
RELEASE OF FILL MAGAZINE
THORS READ 
EIR POETRY
RUSH. EVENTS FOR FEBRUARY:
•  Feb. 7 (Mon.) 5:30pm
Meeting in Room #333 in Building B
•  Feb. 8 (Tues.) 6:00pm
Free Pizza Party in the Rati in the
Student Center
1
•  Feb. 21 (Mon) 5:30pm
Meeting in Room #333 in Building B
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Accepted at 
more Schools 
than you were.
I t ' s  e v e r y w h e r e  
• y o u  ' w a n t  t o  b e :
© Visa U S A. Inc. 1994
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From  the Left
with Frank Fleishman
Anyone who has been watching American politics with 
an examining eye in the past few months has probably 
seen a certain change in the most liberal of Democrats. 
New York governor Mario Cuomo has been talking about 
giving businesses a tax break and has been talking about 
getting tough on crime, even though he continued to be 
a critic of capital punishment.
Even President Clinton, in his State of the Union 
Address talked about “three strikes and your out " for 
criminals and has talked about welfare reform. In addition, 
itseemsthattheClinton Administration is nowembracing 
the idea of the “family 
values” that Dan Qualye 
tried to push on people.
It seem s as if the 
D em ocratic Party is 
becom ing more
conservative. Why is it so?
During the 1980’s when 
Reagan gave honor back to 
the Republican Party and 
gave the illusion that his 
policies were actually going 
to help people, the Democrats became the “me - too” 
party.
Now, the Democrats control the White House and 
Congress. Why are the Democrats caving in to the half 
truths and the illusions that have been thrown around 
during the presidential campaign? Why is it that the 
Democrats are caving in to conservative pressure?
Let me explain myself. If anybody reading this column 
has even watched or listened to talk show host, Rush 
Limbaugh, the King of egoism and right wing rhetoric, 
you would think that the entire country has his same 
views. However, he has fifteen million listeners. There
Bill Clinton 
overeats on 
Quayie
are roughly 200 million people in the United States. 15 
million is a minority.
Democratsshould be the opponents of conservatism. 
Instead of embracing a narrow view of “family values” 
with a heterosexual, two- parent family, Democrats 
should be supporting homosexual rights and the right 
of two consenting adults to decide what their family 
should believe. Instead offollowingsuiton crime with 
conservatives, Democrats should be researching new 
methodsofrehabilitatingcriminals. Instead offollowing 
non-intervention, inothercountries, Democratsshould 
be following a route of 
peaceful negotiations 
concern ing  Bosnia- 
Herzegovina and nuclear 
disarmament.
In other words, I am 
suggesting that the Clintons 
go back to what they 
originally set out to do: 
implem ent a “politics of 
meaning”. The politics of 
meaning means that people 
should stop the “bully-boy” tactics of law enforcement 
and look for other alternatives, it means that instead of 
accepting intolerance of any kind, that people should 
fight it on all fronts. It means that instead of ignoring 
the problems of the world, the United States should be 
aconsistent supporterofhuman rights, here and abroad.
The points that I made above should be the 
foundations of the Democratic Party, if not the Lefty 
at large. The “New Democrat” should not be trying to 
find ways to “out-tough” his or hers opponents, the 
New Democrat should be representing the gentler, 
more tolerant America.
Clinton Adm inistration 
is now embracing the 
idea o f the [Republican] 
fam ily values
L ette r...
T he  ripples of rape continue
I am going to tell a story about a young lady named 
Michelle. Michelle was walking on May second down the 
street in which she lived on, when she saw her attacker 
sitting on the steps of his house. He persuaded her to go 
inside of the house where he sexually assaulted her. This 
was not the first time she was assaulted. The difference 
was this time she fought back. A friend talked her into 
reporting the incident to the police and since then her life 
has changed there after.
Although reporting the incident freed her from silence, 
she is tortured by thoughts of guilt, shame and loneliness. 
It is hard for her to continue her daily routines for she is 
always questioning his whereabouts. As she walks on 
campus she 'feels his eyes' and if a young man just
happens to smile out of kindness, she turns away 
ashamed and embarrassed. Her parents are neutral 
about the assault- they do not wish to testify if there is 
a trial. The neighbors have stopped speaking to her, 
except for a select few and she can not leave her house 
unescorted because he lives right across the street.
Right now, she struggles alone. I tell this story to gain 
sympathy for her, and for everyone to open their eyes to 
the magnitude rape can bring. We need to acknowledge 
it and give support to our victims, not pass judgements. 
That is up to the courts. It is time that this society listens 
to our victims and supports them instead of making 
excuses for our perpetrators. ^  ^
Junior
The Editorial section needs intelligent, 
opinionated writers. Think you can handle it? 
Call Christina at ext. 5241 •
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MSC wastes more
Multiply three dollars a credit times 10,000 full time s aidents and tha 
given every semester from enrolling as well as current students. Sadly, t 
on the standards this institution holds for their patrons *
On Drop Add day, anyone showing up after the sno\y storm on Janua 
snowed closed outlets, as well as hazardous sidewalks mat were packed 
bliss went undisturbed, letting our fees go once again, w thout benefit t< 
Anne-Marie Capicchioni, a Graduate student of MSC broke her wris 
out of her car in Lot 23. There were nine car accidents (luring the past v
as well as juscompetance employed on MSC, two pedestrian accidert :s,: 
conditions.
Parents who give their money to send their children here, were not al 
the times designated to move into the dorms. They could, if they wishe 
the dorms to visit. It seems the ice was too embedded to open the lots, c 
The usual system of one way streets on campus was alts ed, without noi 
o' clock, were backed up, confused because of the lack of organization si 
policemen out to guide traffic along. There wasn't even any signs for wh 
was just opened up and blocked in certain areas, assuming that as driver 
would turn around and somehow, on the bed of ice, rework their way ba
The new Access Road students paid for, (instead of bs*% needed cor 
service, more competant teachers instead of the plethera of floating adji 
entrance to the college. Lines of cars blocked the way as students slowly 
parking lots in Clove Road. When those spaces were filltd, students wet 
whatever was available on side streets.
Faculty had the option of parking at the Robin Hood m§ and then bt 
again, only 250 spaces were available there, leaving man’' teachers to fin< 
leaving their cars.
The campus was also not ready for pipes it seems. Fterkan went wit! 
dangerously cold weather. Blanton's "D" wing went witbut hot water ah 
any water at all.
T o solve this problem of inaccuracy , incompetance ‘d wasted funds, 
without, let's as a student body walk over to President lJM,s house. I'm 
use his hot water. Maybe we can even forget about padn&and get a lift 
Campus Police chauffer route.
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istes more fees
[) full time s uBents and that is how much money MSC is 
is current sb idents. Sadly, this treasure of funds has no impact 
ir patrons-•
er the snovf storm on January 25, was faced with iced hills, 
idewalks tl)ut were packed with unsalted ice. All this winter 
ice again, w thout benefit to the student body, 
ent of MSG broke her wrist on a snow bank while climbing 
accidents daring the past week because of the lack of
ian accidei) :s, as well as just poor driving and parking
r children here, were not allowed to park on campus during 
i. They could, if they wished, park at Clove Road, and walk to 
nbedded to open the lots, or roads on campus for that matter. 
5us was alta ed, without notice. Cars at the rush hour of seven 
)f the lack') organization shown to them. There were no 
wasn't eveniany signs for which way to proceed. The college 
eas, assumi'ig that as drivers approached these barriers, they 
I of ice, rework their way back.
instead ofh dly needed computers, new dorms, better food 
the plethera of floating adjuncts), was closed, leaving one 
1 the way as students slowly filed down to the deficient 
es were filled, Students were left with Valley road, and then
obin Hood ntf a°d then being shuttle bused to campus. But 
saving man’' teachers to find creative, alternative ways of
t seems. Fr'en)an went without hot water for three days in 
g went witbut hot water also, and it's "C" wing didn't have
npetance ‘d pasted funds, the next time campus does 
^resident l^ 's  house. I'm sure he would be happy to let us 
about padn& and get a lift after our showers from his
Mrnitin
by Heather Bushby
Smokers returned last week to find the new policy 
of “no more in ‘94” in full swing. In December, the 
administration announced that beginning January 1 
no smoking would be perm itted in any campus 
building except for Residence Halls. What was not 
made clear, was the new policy of not selli ng cigarettes 
on campus.
I fully support the rights of the non smoker, but 
what happens to the rights of smokers? If I am aware 
of the effects of smoking and still desire to smoke, 
don’t I have the right to buy 
cigarettes at exorbitant prices?
According to the new policy I 
can, but just not on campus. Is 
this fair to the on-cam pus 
resident who smokes and has 
no transportation? Probably not, 
bu t in the sp irit of be ing  
politically correct some people 
just don’t matter.
The problem with politically correct ideas is that 
they are ideas of the majority, and the minority suffers. 
No rule will make everyone happy, but a problem 
arises when these rules are taken too far.
The basis for any rule is control. In this situation 
the administration appears to be attempting to control 
the personal freedom of a section of the population for
Butts out, 
baby
the  w elfare of the  m ajority . W hat gives the 
administration the right to do this ? I pay to go here 
and I am hiring their services, so if I am paying, why 
are they controlling? T he  administration looks at 
what is best for the community. Smoking is not 
healthy for the community,"so it must go.” But 
smoking is a reality in today’s society, so what rights 
do smoker’s have? T hey can go outside. Okay, but 
why can’t cigarettes be sold on campus? If cigarettes 
are not sold, theoretically people will smoke less. The
a d m in is tra tio n  then  
appears to be trying to 
control the smoker’s habit. 
This might be okay for the 
smoker’s health, but it does 
take away from individual 
personal freedom. Does the 
adm inistration have this 
right? Technically they do, 
because they can choose 
not to sell whatever the product is. Is that unfair to the 
smoker? Yes, but what can you do about it?
It is important to remember that in the past, the 
college banned alcohol and it returned. Now they ban 
cigarettes and they may very well return, but from my 
perspective the students won one battle only to have 
a new restriction placed upon their freedom.
S o w h a t righ ts do
sm okers
Heresy
By Irish Barker
A word about multiculturalism in the United States. 
Nowadays, everybody wants to get back to their roots. 
Everyone is proud of their heritage, wants to be recognized 
as being part of a unique culture. I’ve always felt that 
way, even though I am a Northern European, which isn’t 
too hip as of late, but the point is taken nonetheless.
Those of you who are familiar with my previous 
columns may have noticed that I was missing last 
semester. This is because I decided 
to embark on a semester abroad to 
jolly olde England. Aside for 
academic reasons, one reason I really 
wanted to go to the U.K. was to get 
back to my own cultural roots. I was 
such an Anglophile, and I 
anticipated thatculturaldifferences 
would be interesting and exciting.
Ahem. Now a word about what it 
means to be an American. Yes, an American. A plain old 
American with no heritage. I hate to tell you this, but 
that’s all you are. Regardless of your ancestors, your 
Nationality is American. I was never so quite aware of 
this as I was overseas. And it’s not because people picked 
me out as an American; on the contrary, most of the Brits 
thought I was one of them, at least until 1 opened my 
mouth. It’s because the culture is so different. As an 
American I was not comfortable living with the 
differences, and I couldn’t wait to get out of there. To be 
fair, I’m sure that if my English friends came here, they
Those Damn
Brits
would be equally uncomfortable.
Part of the problem is that Americans are so isolated. 
In Europe, you can drive to a number of countries and 
cultures. The U.S. is so big that you don’t have that 
cultural advantage. Maybe multiculturalism is the 
American attempt to compensate for this loss. If so, then 
it’s the poor substitute, and it’s useless if you wanted to 
live in another country for awhile. I don’t mean take a 
vacation. Live without the benefit of your family and
friends. Some people can do 
this. I went to school with 
people who spend each year 
in a different school in a 
different country and they 
loved it. I’m not quite so 
restless.
What’s the point of all this? 
I guess I’m trying to say that 
Americans have a lot in 
common; we have a common culture are of our own 
which isn ’t always easy to p inpoin t. I th ink 
multiculturalism is a good thing in general, but I also 
think we get lost in it, and don’t recognize ourselves as 
Americans. I don’t mean that we should get all mushy, 
flag waving patriotic. But I do think we need to recognize 
our Americanness. I’m an American with American 
ways, and I must say after living abroad, I kind of like it.
/  cou ldn 't w a it to  
g et o u t o f there
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The College Store
Lower Level
Student Center Building 
6 5 5 - 4 3 1 0
Impact resistant case. MSRP $ 130.00
Sale Price $105® |
T e x a s  ^  
In s t r u m e n t s
TI-85 Graphing Calculator
8 lines by 21 character display • Advanced graphing functions • Five 
redefinable menu keys • Graphs, analyzes and stores up to 99 polar 
equations • Input/output port and 30-inch link cable allow fast 
sharing of information between units • Unit to desktop computer 
with optional Link 85 • Calculus functions • 32K bytes of RAM • 
Solves variable equations • Constant memory function •
.  .
Refunds for the Spring '93 
semester end 
on February 5 ,1994 
Receipt Required 
THE COLLEGE STORE
1 1 m o n t
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There are 15 legislative seats open for this semester's SGA
---------- The Montclarion/ Thursday, February 3, 1994
The Student Government Association, Inc. 
f 'Ç y ' ‘T'O eC cw teb ty u c
/ /  * \ “ N  t O
J Montclair State College
.  , C  * a h d  i n v i t e s  y o u  t o
ft! WtfySTER'A
mester is a gas.
~^ .<uac and
7  - 7 < i e  S ty /t S S o a n d
s4ftfieUte, Çameà, A tf  a n d  'Hat.
• Petitions are available in the SGA office.
Rm 103 in the Student Center Annex.
• Petitions will he reviewed on a first-come first serve basis, so get on it.
• Requirements for a legislative seat are 150 undergraduate signatures 
for nomination and a GFA of at least 2.25.
P e t i t io n s  a re  d u e
M O N D A Y  FEB 7 , 1 9 9 4 .  H ig h  N o o n !!!
; ’ - 5 iï  "
B e a P a r t  o f  th e  D e c is io n  M a k in g  P ro c e s s !!
(^ecvare: tkc ¿unities art tunning tki
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Join a Class One organization
and have somenam for a change!
meet so
Membership is open to ALL
» T h E  M o N T c U m o N
ORqANÎZATÎON R
students that eatlsleep and go 
$ in Class One Alley. Student center Anne
CAMpUS NEWSQgfKR. H iS TO R ic lllf^ li|| SGA's
x5 1 69
bathroom occasionally.
»RITE
MECOMINq,
• C L ass  O n e  Co>NCEjfrs " R A p/Rock N a h o n a I A cts, C oncf%  PRoduciioiN jIivi 1 1 7  
x 4 4 7 8
• C o l lE q E  L ife  U n Io n  B oarcJ ( C L U B )   ^ E ntertainment, C oivU 
SpRiNq W ee I< |C razy sn jff R m I t  2  x 5 2 5 2  
• C o n s e r v a t io n  C lu b  " En v Ir o n m en ta I AvviiiNESs, Lectures. W o iftshopslR A lliE S  R m 
1 2 0  x5 1
• L a  C a m p a n A ' M S C 's yEARbook. Free  to A ll$ IN ior%  R m 1 1 1 x 4 5 4 6  
• O r g a n iz a t io n  Lo r  S n jdE N Ts Fo r  A F r Ic a n  U N iTy ( O S / \ U )  < SociAl a n$| C u IturaI 
A w areness . IG o sp E  l C b o iiq  Kw a n za , K iU bu libRARy R m 1 1 9  x 4 1  9 8  
•O liA R T E R ly /F o U R  W a U s '¿¡TERARy AN(I ART MAqA/iNE, publlsLlEd Iw iCE§\ yEAR R m 1 1 ?A  
x 4 4 1 0
• W M S C  " NoRikERN N ew  JERSEy's B est N ew  M usic. 1 0  f .5  F M . R m 1 1 0  x 4 2 5 6  
( R equest LiNE) x 4 2 5 7  \  /
• L a t In A m e r i c a n  S T u d F N T  O r g a n Iz a t Io n  ( L A S O )  -  C e k b R A iiN q  La t i n o  H e r it a g e  a n c I 
S piR jr R m 1 0 0  x 4 4 4 0
* S t u <Ie n t  I n t k a m u r a I  L e is u r e  C o u n c i l  ( S I L C )  -  Spcrnrs, S po m s, S ports! F Iac, 
foorbAll, •  FIo o r  HoqJcEy, S<H|bA|, etc. R m 1 21 x ^ 2 4 5  
•P lA y E R s  " T b f$ ||R  |>podyc(|pN, ptAys ancI O ne A cts! A c i j I J / A q ja  w a n rEd! R m  1 1 8  
x 5 1 5 9
Plus...
O ver  4 0  C IaÜé i II
TO hoNORjOCIETIES*
ORqANlMTtO|| o f EVERy sFlApE AN 
jd poliTÎCAl AWAREN
A
So don't lost sit there playing SEGA Chester, get involved!
» v
Vbur mother thinks it's a good idea.
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Calvin and Hobbes by Bill WoHanon Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Wattanon
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterion Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Wattanon
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Wattenon Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Wattanon
The Role-Playing Game
DIRECTIONS T hr tallowing arc 15 group* of famous film role* In each group, only one <*tor ha* played all three role*. 
Name the actor (Advanced level name all the film*.) The first one has been done for you
John G oodm an I A college football coach, an exterminator, and the King of England
2. A replicant, a mermaid, and a cavewnman
3. A TV news anchor, a teacher of the deaf, and a gay window dresser
4 A Navy pilot, a bartender, and a unicorn boy
5 A stuntman, a sheriff, and a stockcar driver
6. An English teacher, a car salesman, and a sailorman
7 An amusement park guard, a polka bandleader, and a shower-curiam-ring salesman
8. An FBI trainee, a camy, and a 12-year-old prostitute
9. A pool shark, a hockey star, and a prisoner
10 A school principal, a Civil War soldier, and a chauffeur
II A pianist, a hit man, and The Devil 
12 A country music singer, a soccer-
playing P O W  .and an arm wrestler 
13. A dog trainer, a science reporter, 
and a ghost
14 A brain surgeon, a TV weatherman, 
and a fire chief
15. A secretary, a court-appointed psy­
chiatrist, and a 4lsr CenturV space 
adventurer
V«¥
Ì
!
X
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THK FAR Sll By GARY LARSON
"Today, our gueat lecturer la Dr. Claranca Tibbs, 
whoa« 20-year career haa culminated In hla recent 
autobiography, 'Zoo Vet —  I Quit! ”
CULTURAL IDIOCY QUIZ ANSWERS 
I |aBe l e a A a e  4  W tA n  A u l  i ' M N a U w T . r l . ^ rIW herd. AreU^iA. 4 Ui»1.llWUWr N;s i Th •»*> 4 
M i M » »  ( a * *  M a t  * e ~ l  ( « » « * ): Obniifca* 7 CM WaW s 12 U . Aaaai
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» W * m s  M a n  U n o A * .  md I I  U n  D e n t  (T k r A rt*m d
I  N a t  i l a w d b l a *  l a a a  T W A .  B W w a a .t  
( a a  T a l W l  14 W * t  i b a a  ( T l r  M a> 1 «
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Vour/?^z/Horoscope
b y  Ruby W y n e r- lo  
A. A B . P-certified Astrologer
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) You’ll be 
the hit of the party when you 
give everyone malaria.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May 20) Your 
tongue will be raw and blistered 
after a long night of fclching.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) Your 
relationship will be in jeopardy 
when you are magically shrunk 
to the size of an acorn.
Cancer: (June 22—July 22) During 
a tryout to become one of the 
"Fly Girls” from T V ’s “In Living 
Color," your pelvis will shatter, 
and permanently disable you.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) The stars 
are sick of your ugly ass whining 
all the time. You die today.
Virgo: (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) You’ll 
learn the true meaning of cour­
age when you have a wet dream 
on the bus.
Libra: (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) If your 
spouse complains about your 
breath, bite into the minty fresh
taste of your own hand.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) Don’t 
take out work-related frustration 
at home, instead, drive a chisel 
into the skull of a passerby.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec. 21 )The 
stars say that now is a good time 
to get finances in order. Give all 
your belongings to cute girls.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) The 
sleepiness you feel lately is due 
to loss of blood from your sev­
ered torso.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) The 
autumnal cycle always seems to 
go so fast for you, because God­
damn, you love to rake leaves!
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) Raise 
money for the orphanage by per­
forming live trouser-wettingsfor 
wealthy eccentrics.
Ruby Wyner-lo urges all her skepti­
cal readers to piss up a long rope.
© 1993 Onion Features Syndicate
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Montclair State College
DROP-IN
CENTER
W ÊÊÊÊÊÊËÊÊÊÊf^ ÊÎ,
TRAINING 
SESSION
F ebruary  13th
0
Located between Math/Science and 
Student Center
Aplication Deadline:
F ebruary  11 th
A Service of Your Student Government Association
The Drop-In Center, (an  
inform al ion. rcfe rru  I and peer 
counseling service) is staff«‘d entirely by 
student volunteers. Tin* rubber of the 
service offered to the student body 
eunnot be maintained without you. If 
you want to help people, learn more 
about yourself, and do something 
constructive with your time, this could 
be the toughest nonpaying job you have 
ever loved. While the training is rigorous 
and th<‘ commitment level high, tin' 
experience will be carried throughout 
your life.
The Drop-In Center is a good 
place to grow for students of all majors. 
We will teach you the lost art of listening 
us you learn by doing.
In— sevice  in sru c t ion  wil l  
ineluide: on-campus referrals, off- 
campus referrals, has and  rad routing, 
psychological referrals and publicity.
The fo llo w in g  list o f  w orkshops  
will be o ffe red  to th o se  who tra in  
an d m ake s ta f f  during the sem ester  
in  o r d e r  to  in c r e a s e  s t a f f  
aw areness on these issues.
1) Suicide Intervention
2) Sexual Assault
3) Feedback
4) Facilitating Loss and Grief
5 ) Human Sexuality
6) Campus Security
7) Alcohol and Snhstance 
Abuse
M O N T  O'}
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No. 4 Rowan upends Red Hawks, 92-82
M a tth ew 's la te  scoring  surge helps P rofs snap  eight gam e w in  strea k
Keith Hines, a senior forward from Montclair, collected 15 points, 15 rebounds and four
blocks in MSC's 92-82 loss to Rowan on Saturday at Panzer Gym. R ow an-92
by Brian Falzarano
T o paraphrase an old lyric, the Red 
Hawks were on a ride that they didn’t 
want to get off of.
Sorry, but the ride, at least for the 
time being, is over. So is MSC’s eight 
game winning streak. Rowan College, 
the No. 4 team in the Division II! 
national rankings, came in as the favorite 
and played as such in dow ning the Red 
I lawks, 92-82, before 543 fans at Panzer 
Gym.
Men’s
Basketball
All right, the Red Hawks (11-4, 9-3 
NJAC), ranked 30th in the country 
coming into the game, were outplayed 
by the Profs (16-1,10-1), a team that has 
won 14 straight games and has no starter 
shorter than 6-foot-3. T h ey  did not play 
all that badly, though, despite being 
down 44-32 at halftime considering they 
shot 38.9 percent from the floor.
Playing against a team such as Rowan 
could  infla te  your em otions. 
Emotionally, the Red Hawks were as 
inflated as the Goodyear Blimp. Their 
c o llec tiv e  tank overflow ed  with 
adrenaline. Chris Jackson (17 points in 
31 m inutes) saw it differently.
"We came out kind of flat. Ourguards 
weren’t hitting their shots. T he heat in 
the gym...it was a lot hotter than usual,” 
said Jackson.
“T h e y ’re a good defensive team, we 
just d idn’t shoot the ball very well,” 
added Del Tufo.
Profs man-to-man pressure, paced by a 
balanced effort from Dean Spinogatti 
(13 points in the game), Keith Roberts 
(12 points),Jackson,and Keith Hines(15 
points, 15 rebounds, and four blocks).
However, it was Greg Fowler who 
paced the Red Hawks with 11 points. 
Fowler, a player highly touted by Del 
Tufo, hit a running jumper to pull the 
Red Hawks within eight, 72-64, with 
just under seven minutes remaining.
On this night, though, Rowan point
as well as two free throws to make the 
score 79-65. He had 14 points in the 
second half, eight in the final 6:56. Also, 
M atthew  had six assists and six 
rebounds. Del Tufo, for one, was very 
impressed with the play of the senior 
from Moorestown.
“H e’s a very good player,” said Del 
Tufo. “He took the game into his own 
hands.”
Despite the loss, the third-year coach 
sees reason to believe that things will
Matthew 6-(3)-7-22, Wood 7-(3)-4-21, 
Burden l-(0)-()-2, Foote 4-(0)-0-8, McCoy 1- 
(0)-2-4, Stewart 3-( 1 )-4-11, Battersby 4-(())-0- 
8, Taraila l-(0)-5-7, Gluck 4-(0)-l-9. Totals: 
31-(7)-23-92.
M SC -82
Fowler 8-(l)-0-17, Spinogatti 4-(2)-3-13, 
Roberts 5-(0)-2-12, Jackson 6-(0)-5-17, Hines 
7-(0)-1-15, Smith 2-(2)-2-8, Pipercic0-(0)-0-0, 
McCauley 0-<0)-()-0. Totals: 32-(5)-13-82.
Halftime: Rowan, 44-32.
Records: M SC(ll-4), Rowan (16-1).
The second half saw MSC play at the 
level it has played at during its eight 
game winning streak. Unfortunately, 
Rowan played just about as well. MSC 
shot 51.4 percent from the field, scoring 
50 points in the half against the vaunted
guard Adrian Matthew was the one who 
broke MSC’s window of hope for getting 
back into the game. Matthew, who led 
all scorers with 22 points, singlehandedly 
put the game out of reach, hitting back 
to back running jump shots in the lane
return to the way they were from what 
he saw during the game.
“I thought our shot selection was 
good,” Del Tufo insisted. “I think, 
from aconfidence standpoint, they know 
they can beat the teams we’ve already 
played,” added Del T ufo , on the 
upcoming NJAC slate, which includes 
Jersey City State, Trenton State and 
Stockton, which beat the Red Hawks, 
83-70, on Dec. 4 at Pomona. “Destiny’s 
in our own hands.”
If MSC plays the way it has been, 
they could be preparing for a ride into 
recently unchartered waters- the NJAC 
Playoffs and possib ly  the  NCAA 
tournament.
“It can come true,” said Jackson. I le 
is cautiously optimistic, aware that for a 
team that won six games two years ago, 
one needs a runningstart before one can 
pick up a head of steam. “Our first goal 
is to make it to the NJAC tournament.”
N O T E : The results from last night’s 
MSC-Kean game at Panzer Gym were 
not in at press time.
MSC downs Kean behind Stair and Kovar, 64-48
by Keith A. Idee
O ne thing the MSC women’s bas­
ketball team must get out the habit of 
doing is overlooking an opponent.
Women’s
Basketball
Head coach Gloria Bradley felt that 
was becoming a problem for the Red 
I lawks in previous games that they had 
struggled in earlier in the season.
Last night, however, the Red Hawks 
took the “one game at a tim e” approach
Kovar, a sophomore center, is averaging 
double figures in points and rebounds.
and knocked off Kean College, 64-48 at 
Panzer Gym.
T h e  NJAC win put MSC over the 
.500 mark with a 9-8 record (7-6 NJAC).
“W e’ve been in a slump," said Brad­
ley, who’s in her first year as head coach. 
“I think that this game will put us back 
on track. We need to give this kind of 
effort night in and night out.”
'The Red Hawks, who jumped out to 
a 32-17 halftime lead, were led by senior 
forward J udy Stair, who scored 24 points 
and grabbed five rebounds.
Stair now has 1,058 career points af­
ter passing the 1,000 point mark last 
week against Ramapo.
Sophomore center Kim Kovar col­
lected 18 points on 8 of 10 shooting and 
a game-high 19 rebounds. Freshman 
guard Heidi Klingert added eight points, 
five assists and four steals.
The Red Hawks forced the Cougars 
into a considerably-high 40 turnovers 
and benefitted from Kean’s poor shoot­
ing (29 percent on 18 of 62 shooting).
“We were able to force them into a 
lot of turnovers,” said Bradley. “T hat 
and the fact that we hit the boards early 
allowed us to run the break. That was a 
big factor for us.”
Kean (3-15, 2-11 NJAC) received 12 
points from freshman guard Stephanie
continued on page 27
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M SC  's national champion baseball team honored
The MSC baseball team posed for this photo just moments after winning the Division III  
National Championship in June at C.O. Brown Stadium in Battle Creek, Mich.
by Brian Falzarano
In a dual show of recognition and 
congratulations, the 1993 Division III 
National Champion Red Hawks were 
honored by MSC at halftime of last 
night’s m en’s basketball game against 
Kean College.
It certainly has been quite a year for 
the Red Hawks. Picked as a runner-up 
to defending national champion William 
Paterson, MSC came of age like a fine 
chardonnay in the NCAA Playoffs.
I lead coach Norm Schoenig, who led 
this talented lot to a 37-11 record, boldly 
stated his “expectations” in the pre­
season that his team was good enough to 
reach and even win the Division III 
College World Series.
T h ey  made Schoenig look like 
Nostradamus by winning nine straight 
games in the playoffs, culminating in a 
3-1 triumph over the University of 
Wisconsin-Oshkosh in the champion­
ship game in Battle Creek, Mich.
Prior to the championship win, MSC 
won the Mid-Atlantic Regional Cham ­
pionship of the NCAA tournament, in-
cluding two consecutive defeats of rival 
Rowan College.
“I think it’s a very nice recognition 
for the athletic administration put on a 
night to honor us for a tremendous ac­
complishment,” said Schoenig, whose 
team is currently ranked No. 1 in three 
national college baseball publications.
At halftime,each memberofthe team 
was introduced to the crowd. Being 
in troduced to a crowd for such a 
tremendous accomplishment isenough 
to m ake one app rec ia tive  of his 
accomplishments.
“It was probably the best thing that 
could happen toa team,’’said JoeCritelli, 
who was MSC’s right fielder and co­
captain.
“I think it’s a nice gesture by the 
athletic department and the basketball 
team. It’s a nice feeling for the guys.”
Next, Athletic Director Greg Lockard 
presented the championship trophy to 
Schoenig and the Red Hawks, which 
was proceeded by a two minute musical 
tribute of Queen’s “We Are the Cham­
pions” mixed in with radio phone calls
regarding the win.
Also, all fans in attendance received 
an 8.5 x 11 inch picture taken after MSC 
won the World Series, which appeared 
in the Montclarion in September.
Included on the photograph was a 
written summary of each game MSC 
had to play throughout the tournament.
After seeing the Dallas Cowboys 
celebrate after winning the Super Bowl 
for the second consecutive tim e this 
past Sunday, the Red Hawks will assur­
edly be tem pted to repeat as champions 
themselves.
Just don’t expect to see Schoenig on 
David Letterm an.
Ski team (yes, MSC has 
one) places in recent races
Men and women prep 
for Metro tourneys
by Tanya P. Troch
For those ofyou w ondering whether 
there is one, MSC actually has a ski 
team.
Coached by MSC alumnus Jeff 
Conover, the team competes in the 
United States Collegiate Ski Associa­
tion (USCSA) at Vernon Valicy/Great 
Goige in Vernon against 10 other 
schools including Princeton, Colum­
bia, Fairfield, Rutgers, and N JIT .
“T h is  will be a tough year for 
Montclair because of the strong com­
petition from Rutgers University,” said 
Conover. “I feel confident that both 
the men and women will improve 
throughout the season.”
T he  team, which is made up of six 
women and 14 men and captained by 
Michelle Williamson and Allen Swctt, 
had its most recent race this past Sat­
urday,
In the final giant slalom race for the 
season, the wom en’s team placed fifth 
with qualifying times from Williamson, 
Sharoni Fishpan, and Betina Castano.
However, the  m en finished in 
eighth place, an obviously disappoint­
ing finish.
On Jan. 23, MSC had another mixed 
day, with the women showing a great 
deal of improvement, finishing a very 
respectable third.
Williamson placed seventh overall, 
while teammates Fishpan (who along 
with Williamson arc the lone return-
ees for the w omen’s team) and Castano, 
a newcomer to the squad, not very far 
behind.
T he  m en’s results were a different 
story, though. Held back by four dis­
qualifications, they did not even get 
the opportunity to place.
Both the giant slalom and the sla­
lom were contested on the previous 
day, Jan. 22. They both did better, 
each placing a respectable fifth.
Swett paced the men with a time of 
1:07.08 in both events he raced in. 
The race was very competitive, which 
was obvious by the 19 second differ­
ence in the winner and the last finisher 
(1:04.38 to 1:27.10).
T h e  Red Hawks first race, a giant 
slalom was held on Jan. 16 in Vernon. 
MSC's m en’s team finished fourth 
overall, its best finish of the young 
season, led by Swctt, who finished 
fifth. Pat Feehan (17th), Ian Magpantay 
(20th), Ed Briones (37th), and Jay 
Yatsko (38th) also placed for the men.
T he  women finished fifth overall, 
paced by Williamson, who finished 
10th overall.
For those of you wondering how the 
finishers arc determined, it is done by 
using the top three times.
T h e  next race for both teams will be 
on the  weekend of Feb. 12-13 at 
Vernon. It will be a slalom and a dual 
slalom, the first time that MSC will 
compete in a dual slalom race this year.
by Karen Plumstead
T he MSC w om en’s swim team  
showed promise for the upcoming M et­
ropolitan Swimming Tournament by 
finishing the conference season at .500 
(5-5,2-3), while the men finished 4-5 (2- 
2 ).
The stats lead us to believe that the 
Red Hawks had a season of struggle. A 
false assumption, when in fact, three
Swimming
swimmers dominated the men’s arena. 
One might ask why the men’s record is 
5-5. Remember, a swim team must 
have more than just swimmers placing 
first, but also swimmers placing second 
and third to enjoy overall success.
The men’s team finished the season 
with a 128-95 loss to the U.S. M erchant 
Marine Academy, snapping a season- 
high two match win streak. Meanwhile, 
the women beat the USMMA, 107-76.
On Jan. 25, MSC squared off against 
William Paterson College. T he meet 
lived up to its usual high level of com pe­
tition, with the men pulling out a 127-98 
win, while the women were beaten 120- 
74.
“We needed a win from WPC,” said 
head coach Brian McLoughlin. “We 
need our spirits high going into the 
Metropolitans.”
Returning All American Mark Arnold 
turned in his best 200-yard backstroke
time with a 2:00.38 output against WPC. 
“Mark Arnold continues to swim strong 
and should be a great com petitor in the 
Mets,” said McLaughlin.
Freshman Billy Bloom also proved to 
be a great asset to MSC with his flexibil­
ity. He broke the 500-yard freestyle 
record at the U.S. Merchant Marine 
Academy, with a time of4:52.24. Bloom 
is also a distance freestyle All American. 
In the m eet against William Paterson, 
he placed first in the 200 individual 
medley with a time of 2:03.10. Junior 
co-captain Paulo Madeiro excels in the 
200-yard breaststroke individual med­
ley. M cLaughlin feels M adeira will 
bring back record breaking tim es from 
the ECAC.
McLaughlin displayed gratitude to­
ward the M SC diving team’s effort this 
year. “Coach Benvignatti trained the 
divers will and I see a great improve­
ment among the divers,” McLaughlin 
said. Charlie Bruccoliere starred in the 
WPC m eet in the three-m eter diving 
with a score of 179.435. Bruccoliere has 
improved all of his diving scores this 
year and has displayed a stronger work 
ethic according McLaughlin.
The women Red Hawks were de­
feated by William Paterson. Morlando 
stated, “We have a small team  which 
made it hard to capture wins.” Injuries
continued on page ¿1
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ATTENTION
CHILDCARE
SPRING BREAK '94- Cancún and 
Jamaica from $439, Daytona & 
Panama City Beach from $129. REPS 
NEEDED-Organize a group and travel 
free! Call STS @800-648-4849.
PROMOTE our SPRINGBREAK packages 
with our posters and flyers, or 
SIGNUP NOW for Springbreak rooms. 
Daytona, Panama, Cancún, Jamaica, 
etc. 7 nights $129 up. Call CMI now. 
1-800-423-5364.
****SPRING BREAK ’94**** 
Cancún, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & 
Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! 
Organize 15 friends and your trip is 
free!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL 
(800) 328-7283.
Secretary to do paperwork and 
answer phones. Tuesday and Thurs­
day - both days needed. 8 a.m. - 3 
p.m. Must be very bright and quick 
to learn. Must be all “A” student. 
Very good pay. Call 569-2988.
Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing 
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00 
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE 
57 Greentree Drive 
Suite 307 
Dover, DE 19901
Non-smoker w/car needed 10-15 
hrs./wk to meet 10 yr. old at bus in 
Montclair at 2:45. Ten hrs. guaran­
teed. After 9 p/m/ 78i;.3£)84.
BABYSITTER- Happy, energetic 
student to play with two girls (2 & 
31/2) in my Upper Montclair home 
two afternoons/week. Occasional 
weekend evenings also. Flexible as to 
days. Call 509-7886.
Upper MTC, car prefrd. caring, 
responsible, non-smoker to stay with 
10 yr. old girl Mondays, Wednesdays, 
Thursdays, sometimes Fridays from 3 
p.m. until 6 p.m. Salary negotiable. 
Call Cynthia (201) 227-0606 Ext 202.
M O N T  
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PERSONALS
m o n t I
Tur C L A R IO N  ITHE
WOULD LIKE TO PUBLISH PERSONALS. 
HOWEVER, DUE TO LACK OF RESPONSE 
WE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO SO ON A 
REGULAR BASIS.
PLEASE SUBMIT ALL PERSONALS TO 
MONTCLARION OFFICE, ROOM 113 STU­
DENT CENTER BY 12PM FRIDAY TO INSURE 
PUBLISHING.
IT WOULD BE A SHAME TO ELIMINATE 
THIS PUBLIC RAG FORUM.
R E A L I T Y
BITES
A COMEDY ABOUT 
LOVE IN THE 90s.
CO M ING
SOON
M l  I5D J3K Î—
“RFA? RFD.
I’m through 
with the whole 
wank-a-rama!’
Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is now accepting applications for its next three entering classes. 
(September 1994, January 1995, April 1995)
General requirements at time of entry include:
• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.
Northwestern offers:
• A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• A well-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray, 
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools 
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.
Call: 1-800-888-4777 or 
) ;  Write: Director of Admissions
■A 2501 West K4th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55431m
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M SC  men ’sbasketball
fina lly back on the map
For a long time it seem ed as if the day 
would never eome.
Yet, after seven straight losing sea­
sons in which the MSC m en’s basket­
ball team compiled an awful 40-124over- 
all record, the Red Hawks are once 
again among the NJAC’s top teams and 
have received national recognition in 
the NCAA rankings.
When head coach Nick Del Tufo 
took over the program nearly three years 
ago, his position was not one that many 
people envied for several reasons.
He came in without recruiting any 
players because he was named to the 
position in September, 1991. He was 
taking over a team that had gone4-19in 
the previous season. And if that wasn’t 
enough, he was taking over for a Divi­
sion III coaching legend named Ollie 
Gelston.
Since then, Del Tufo, along with his 
assistants Jose Rebimbas and Dave
Walsh, have benefitted from remaining 
patient with their players while they 
played through the learning process and 
have been lucky to land several key 
transfers who are currently contributing 
immensely for MSC (11-4, 9-3 NJAC).
The core of senior forward Keith 
Hines, junior guard Dean Spinogatti, 
junior guard Keith Roberts, sophomore 
forward Greg Fowler, junior guard Chris 
Smith and junior foward Chris Jackson 
have managed to gell quicker than ex­
pected and have brought refreshing 
enthusiam  and excitem ent back to 
Panzer Gym.
Although such a dramatic turnaround 
was not expected (MSC was 6-18 two 
years ago), this team is extremely bal­
anced and doesn’t rely on just one or 
two players as it has in recent years.
T he Red Hawks have five players 
averaging in double figures in scoring 
and they’re within six points of each
other. The fact that they have so many 
options offensively makes opponents' 
preparation difficult and has enabled 
MSC to take advantage of its versatility.
With seven games remaining on a 
schedule that includes six NJAC teams, 
the jury is still out on the degree of 
success that the team will earn this sea­
son.
However, an appearance in the 
NCAA tournament is likely if the level 
of play remains steady.
Considering that MSC has not made 
the tournament since the 1983-84 sea­
son (22-6, 15-3), the thought of poten­
tially receiving a bid and even playing in 
the NJAC tournament isenough to bring 
smiles to a lot of faces around campus.
Calling the shots
Apparently, the Rills arc just never 
going to get the hang of this Super Bowl
thing....What was it going to take for
Jim Kelly and Marv Levy to realize that 
the shovel pass was not going to work
against the Cowboy defense.....Last
week several local columnists compared 
the Bills to the Washington Generals, 
the team that loses to the Harlem  
Globetrotters every time they step on 
the court. T h e re ’s only one difference, 
the Generals are not allowed to try to 
beat the Globetrotters. That’s the re­
ally sad part for the Bills and their
fans....Thurman Thomas showed a lot
of class by allowing O.J. Simpson to 
interview him after one of the most 
frustrating nights of his life. However, 
sitting out a good portion of the second 
half with “cramps” is going to be ques­
tioned forever.....Charles Oakley got
gypped out an All Star Game invitation, 
but every year at least a few people do. 
H e’ll get over it, probably sometime in 
late June when he and his teammates 
pop open th a t first b o ttle  o f
cham pagne......W hy does D errick
Coleman think that he’s worth more 
than anyone else who has ever played 
the game?....Have a nice week.
Women's hoops, 
from page 24
Doherty, while sophomore forward 
Lee Ann Wyblc contributed nine 
points and 13 rebounds.
Thanks to the comfortable lead it 
held throughout the game with its 
rival Kean, MSC was able forest all of 
the players in its rotation. Only one 
player, Kovar, played more than 30 
minutes in the game.
The Red Hawks will need the rest 
because they ’ll be playing back-to- 
back games tomorrow and Saturday.
Tomorrow night’s game at Allen­
town College in Allentown, Pa. was 
rescheduled after a Jan. 24 cancella­
tion due to weather and is set for a 6 
p.m. tipoff. T he Red Hawks will 
then trek back to the Garden State 
for a Saturday afternoon NJAC home 
game with Richard Stockton at 5 p.m.
“It’s good that we were able to rest 
everyone (last night),” said Bradley. 
“We have a rough stretch coming up 
and obviously, the biggest key for us 
is that we don’t have any time to 
prepare betw een the games."
RED 11AWK NOTES...Including 
the Stockton game, the Red Hawks 
have five NJAC games left on the 
regular season schedule. T hey are 
currently fifth in the conference and 
are attem pting to elbow their way 
into the NJAC tournament, which 
pits the conference’s top four team s 
against each other.
“Everything in the conference is 
so tied up right now,” Bradley said. 
“There are the two teams (Rowan 
and William Paterson) that are a cut 
above everybody else, but the other 
teams are all bunched up. I think it’s 
going to go right down to the end ,” 
added Bradley, who hinted that a 
playoff to reach the playoffs was quite 
possible.
MSC Sports Schedule
Friday, February 4:
Wrestling (away) vs. East Stroudsburg University, 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 5:
W omen’s basketball (home) vs. Stockton, 5 p.m. 
M en’s basketbal (home) vs. Stockton, 7 p.m,
Sunday, February 6:
Wrestling (home) in the Super 6 Tournament, 10 a.m.
Call the Red Hawks Sports Line for all of the 
latest and up-to-date information on your fa­
vorite MSC athletic team: (201) 655-7645.
Monday, February 7:
M en’s basketball (away) vs. United States Merchant Marine 
Academy, 7:45 p.m.
Wednesday, February 9:
W omen’s basketball (away) vs. T renton State College, 6 p.m. 
M en’s basketball (away) vs. Trenton State College, 8 p.m.
Thursday, February 10:
Wrestling (home) vs. Kean College, 7 p.m.
W omen’s swimming (away) in the Metropolitan Tournament, TBA
* All home m en’s and w om en’s basketball games and wrestling matches 
take place at Panzer Gymnasium.
*AII home swimming m eets take place at the Panzer Swimming Pool.
Swim ninçp, from page 2 5
also plagued B ridgette Duffy and 
Michele Opalka for most of the season. 
McLaughlin said, “Opalka and Duffy 
are key swimmers and with them the 
season could have been much differ­
ent.” Senior Marianna Krivak had a 
tremendous season, suffering only one 
loss to Rowan College.
“Marianna should finish in the top 
three in the M ets this year,” said 
McLaughlin.
Morlando placed second in the 500- 
yard. freestyle against WPC. “Mo is the
most consistent swimmer on the team. 
She will most likely break the 1650- 
freestyle record at the M ets,” said 
McLaughlin.
“I feel the swim team is starting to 
see all their efforts pay off,” he added.
The women will be competing in 
theMetropolitan Tournament cham pi­
onships starting today and continuing 
through Sunday at the U.S. M erchant 
Marine Academy in Long Island. T h e  
m en’s Metropolitan championship is 
Feb. 17-19 at T ren ton  State.
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Sports
Dean Spinagatti and 
MSC teammates have 
men's basketball team  
headedlpor its best se 
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